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The purpose of this paper is to calculate the first variation of capacity
and of the lowest eigenvalue for the Dirichlet problem in convex domains
in RN. These formulas are well known in the smooth case and are due to
Poincare and Hadamard, respectively. The point is to prove them in suf-
ficient generality to make it possible to apply the direct method of the
calculus of variations to variational problems involving these functionals.
This project was proposed in [CJL] where uniqueness (up to translation)
for the variational problem associated to capacity was proved.
The analogous first variation formula for volume was proved by
Alexandrov [S, Lemma 6.5.3]. It yields a direct variational proof of the
classical theorem of Minkowski. The more typical approach to existence in
Minkowski-type problems is to prove it for a dense family of measures and
to pass to the limit. In the case of capacity, such an existence proof was
carried out in [J].
We begin the paper with an outline of the direct variational approach to
the classical Minkowski problem and the statement of the corresponding
problem and results for capacity in dimensions N3. The third section
presents the main technical lemma, an elementary lemma for perturbations
of support functions. We then deduce the generalized variational formula
for capacity and existence in the Minkowski-type variational problem. In
the sixth section we present the two-dimensional case, in which the quan-
tity replacing the area is the logarithmic capacity or the transfinite
diameter. In the final section we discuss the eigenvalue problem.
It should be mentioned that the proof of the generalized variational for-
mula given here depends on the variational formula for capacity for convex
combinations of convex sets proved in [J]. (See Lemma 4.3 below.) It
would be nice to have a more direct argument. The argument in [J]
leading to this preliminary variational formula is special in several ways. It
depends indirectly on BrunnMinkowski-type inequalities of [B] and on
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subtle continuity properties of harmonic measure of [JK]. This limits the
type of functional to which the method applies. On the other hand, the
elementary lemma proved here may be helpful for a wider variety of
domain functionals.
1. CONVEX BODIES AND VOLUME
Let 0 be a bounded, open, convex subset of RN. Let g denote the Gauss
map, that is, the map from 0 to the unit sphere, Sn, n=N&1, that sends
a point X of 0 to the outer unit normal to 0 at X. The mapping g is
defined almost everywhere with respect to surface measure d_ on 0. We
define a measure +vol0 on S
n by d+vol0 = g*(d_), i.e.,
+vol0 (E)=_(g
&1(E)) (1.1)
for every Borel subset E of Sn, is a measure on S n. The support function
H0 of 0 is the function defined for ! # Sn by
H0(!)=sup[X } ! : X # 0].
The support function determines the convex domain 0. Indeed,
0=[X # RN : X } !<H0(!) for all ! # S n].
It follows from an integration by parts and a limiting argument that
vol 0=
1
N |Sn H0 d+
vol
0 . (1.2)
The function P, defined for all unit vectors e # S n by
P+(e)=|
Sn
(e } !)+ d+(!), (1.3)
is known as the projection body function [S]. If +=+vol0 , then P+(e) is the
N&1 volume of the projection of 0 on the hyperplane perpendicular to e.
In particular, the fact that 0 is bounded and non-empty implies
min
Sn
P+c>0 and max
S n
P+C<. (1.4)
Furthermore, because the hyperplanes perpendicular to \e are the same,
P+(e)=P+(&e). (1.5)
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Equation (1.5) can also be written
|
S n
e } ! d+(!)=0 for every e # S n. (1.5$)
The Minkowski problem asks under what conditions on + one can find
a convex, bounded open set 0 such that +vol0 =+. In the case of measures
that consist of a finite number of point masses, each mass corresponds to
the area of a face of a convex polyhedron and the location on S n of the
point mass is the unit normal to the face. Thus the problem is to find a
convex polyhedron given the areas of its faces and the normals to the faces.
In the case the measure + has a smooth positive density with respect to the
uniform measure d! on the sphere, d+=(1K) d!, the function K is the
Gauss curvature of 0, and the problem can be restated as the problem of
finding a convex body given its Gauss curvature as a function of the unit
normal.
The basic existence theorem in Minkowski’s problem is as follows.
Theorem 1.6. Let + be a positive Borel measure on Sn, n=N&1. There
exists a bounded, convex open set 0/RN such that +vol0 =+ if and only if
(1.4) and (1.5) are satisfied.
The Minkowski problem can be solved variationally. Consider an
arbitrary positive, continuous function v on Sn, which need not be the
support function of a convex domain. Denote
B[v]=[X : X } !<v(!) for all ! # S n]
Define v* as the support function of B[v], then 0<v*v, but they may
be unequal. The main tool in the direct proof of existence in the Minkowski
problem is the following theorem.
Theorem 1.7. For all v # C(S n) and all support functions u,
d
dt
vol B[u+tv]| t=0=|
S n
v d+volB[u] .
Consider the functional
F (0)=|
S n
H0 d+. (1.8)
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Corollary 1.9. If + is a finite, positive measure satisfying (1.4) and
(1.5), then
mvol=inf[F (0) : 0 convex, vol 01]>0
and a minimizer 0 exists. Moreover, it solves the EulerLagrange equation
+vol| =*+ with *=Nmvol .
A suitable dilate of a minimizer 0 solves the problem in Theorem 1.6.
The existence of a minimizer follows from uniform bounds on diameter
and inradius of a minimizing sequence of domains. See [J2] and the
discussion in Section 5 below. The fact that a minimizer satisfies the
EulerLagrange equation is a routine consequence of Theorem 1.7.
2. CONVEX BODIES AND CAPACITY
In parallel with the Minkowski problem there is a problem of prescribing
the first variation of capacity [J]. To define capacity, let N3 and let 0
be a bounded, convex, open subset of RN. The equilibrium potential of 0
is the continuous function V defined in 0 $=RN"0 satisfying
2V=0 in 0$ and V=1 on 0$ (2.1)
and such that V tends to zero at infinity. The electrostatic capacity of 0 is
defined as the constant #=cap 0 such that
V(x)=#aN |x| 2&N+O( |x| 1&N) as x   (2.2)
where the dimensional constant aN is chosen according to the fundamental
solution of Laplace’s equation
2(&aN |x| 2&N)=$0 .
By a theorem of Dahlberg [D], |{V| 2 is defined almost everywhere on 0
and integrable with respect to surface measure. Define +cap0 by
d+cap0 = g*( |{V|
2 d_) (2.3)
The analogous problem is to find a convex domain 0 such that +cap0 =+.
The analogy is further illustrated by
cap 0=
1
N&2 |Sn H0 d+
cap
0 (2.4)
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The key ingredient of the direct approach that was missing until now is
the variational formula analogous to the one for volume, which can be
stated as follows.
Theorem 2.5. For all v # C(S n) and all support functions u,
d
dt
cap B[u+tv]| t=0=|
Sn
v d+capB[u]
By analogy with Corollary 1.9, consider the variational problem
mcap=inf[F (0) : 0 convex, cap 01] (2.6)
Corollary 2.7. If N3 and + is a finite, positiue measure satisfying
(1.4) and (1.5), then mcap>0 and a minimizer 0 of (2.6) exists. Moreover,
it solves
+cap0 =*+ with *=(N&2)mcap .
Because +caps0 =s
N&3+cap0 , one obtains a solution to +
cap
0 =+ by dilation
only when N4. In the case of dimension 3, the problem is dilation
invariant. In dimension 3, there is exactly one multiple of +, namely the one
given in the corollary, for which there is a solution. The uniqueness of the
multiple of + is proved in [CJL] as is the uniqueness of 0 up to transla-
tion and dilation in dimension 3 and the uniqueness of 0 up to translation
in higher dimensions.
3. CALCULATIONS OF VARIATIONAL SETS
Recall that the condition (1.5$) implies that the variational problem is
translation invariant. We can assume, after a suitable translation, that
Br /0/BR . In other words,
rH0(!)R. (3.1)
Denote u=H0 and denote 0t=B[u+tv], ut*=H0t .
Lemma 3.2. Denote A=maxSn |v|. If t0=r2A, then
sup
0<tt0
1
t
|ut*(!)&u(!)|RAr
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Proof. The upper bound is an immediate consequence of the definition
of u*t . In fact, ut*(!)u(!)+tv(!) is valid for all t, so that (ut*(!)&u(!))t
v(!)<A. For the lower bound, let s=1&tAr. Because tt0 , s12.
Suppose that X # B[su]. Then X } !$<su(!$), for every !$ # Sn. Therefore,
X } !$<u(!$)+(s&1) u(!$)u(!$)+(s&1) r=u(!$)&tAu(!$)+tv(!$)
Because this is true for every !$ # Sn, we see that X # B[u+tv]. But
B[su]/B[u+tv] implies
ut*(!)su(!)=u(!)+(s&1) u(!)u(!)&tARr
Hence, (ut*(!)&u(!))t &ARr. This concludes the proof of the lower
bound.
Lemma 3.3. Suppose that the Gauss map g for 0 is continuous at
X0 # 0 and that g(X 0)=!0. Let v # C(S n). For any family of unit vectors !t
that tend to !0,
lim
t  0
1
t
(ut*(!t)&u(!t))=v(!0)
Proof. As in Lemma 3.2, the upper bound is routine: (ut*(!t)&u(!t))t
v(!t), and hence
lim sup
t  0+
(ut*(!t)&u(!t))tv(!0)
Continuity of g at X0 implies that for any =0>0 there exists $0>0 such
that $0<1 and
X 0&=0 $0!0+$0Y # 0 (3.4)
for every Y # RN such that |Y|1 and Y = !0. In particular, in the case
=0=1, we can choose $1 , 0<$1<1 so that
X 0&$1!0+$1 Y # 0 (3.5)
for every Y # RN such that |Y|1 and Y = !0. Fix another parameter =,
0<=1. Subsequently we will choose $0 corresponding to a value of =0<=.
The value of =0 will need to be sufficiently small depending on =, in a way
that will be made precise later. Without loss of generality we may assume
that $0$1 4. Note, however, that $1 is independent of =.
Define
v = min
|’&!0|4=
v(’), A=max
’
|v(’)|
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Define =1==0 $0 10 and A1=8A= $0 . Choose !t so that |!t&!0|=1 , and
choose Xt # 0 so that Xt } !t=u(!t). Denote $=A1t and
X t=$(X0& 12 =0 $0 !
0)+(1&$) Xt
We will assume 0<t<1 and that t is sufficiently small that $<1. (The
parameter t will tend to zero before any of the others.) Our goal is to prove
that
X t+tv !t # B[ut*+5=At] (3.6)
In other words, we need to prove that
(X t+tv !t) } ’u(’)+5=At for every ’ # S n (3.6$)
The proof requires many elementary calculations.
First we claim that
X0&$1 !t2+$1Y8 # 0 (3.7)
whenever |Y|1. To prove this, write
(!t&!0)2&Y8=:!0&Y1
with Y1 = !0. Then |:|=1 2+18<14 and |Y1 |=1 2+18<14.
Therefore,
!t2&Y8=(12+:)(!0&Y2)
with Y2=Y1 (12+:) of length less than 1. It follows from (3.5), convexity
and the fact that X0 # 0 that
X0&$1 s!0+$1sY2 # 0
for 0<s1. Thus we obtain (3.7) using s=(12+:).
Using (3.7), we can prove (3.6$) in the case !t } ’<0. Indeed, taking
convex combinations of (3.7) with Xt, we have
$(X 0&$1!t2+$1Y8)+(1&$) Xt # 0
for all |Y|1. If Y=&(4$0=0 $1) !0, then this inclusion can be written
X t&$$1!t2 # 0.
Therefore,
(X t&$$1!t2) } ’u(’)
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But the choice of $ implies At$$1 2. Therefore,
(X t+tv !t) } ’(X t&tA!t) } ’(X t&$$1!t2) } ’u(’)
This implies (3.6$) in the case !t } ’<0.
It remains to consider the case !t } ’0. We claim that
X0&=0 $0!t2+$0Y4 # 0 for all |Y|1 such that Y = !t. (3.8)
This will be proved in the same way that (3.7) was deduced from (3.5).
Namely, we confirm that the convex hull of the points of (3.4) with the
point X 0 contains the collection of points described in (3.8). For this
purpose, consider Y satisfying |Y|1 and Y = !t. Then write
=0 $0 !t2&$0Y4=:!0&Z
where Z = !0 and
:=(=0 $02) !t } !0&($0 4) Y } !0
==0 $0 2+(!t&!0) } !0&($0 4) Y } (!0&!t)
It follows that
|:&=0 $0 2|=1+($0 4) =12=1=0 $0 5
Hence, 310:=0 $0<1. The triangle inequality implies that
|Z||=0 $0 !t2|+|$0Y4|+|:!0|$0 4+2=0 $0<(310) $0
for =0<140. Finally,
X 0&=0 $0!t2+$0Y4
=(1&:=0 $0) X0+(:=0 $0)(X0&=0 $0!0+(=0 $0 :) Z)
and |(=0 $0 :)| Z$0 , so that we have written an arbitrary expression of
the form (3.8) as a convex combination of X 0 and an expression of the
form (3.4).
From (3.8) we find, taking convex combinations, that
$(X0&=0 $0!t2+$0Y4)+(1&$) Xt # 0
for all |Y|1 such that Y = !t.
This can be rewritten,
X t+$$0Y4 # 0 for all |Y|1 such that Y = !t. (3.9)
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If |’&!0|>4=, then |’&!t|>3=. Therefore, there exists s>= and Y # S n
such that Y = !t such that
’=- 1&s2 !t+sY
From (3.9) it follows that
X t } ’+$$0 s4=(X t+$$0Y4) } ’u(’)
But since s>=, $$0 s4=A1 t $0s4=2Ats=>2At. Thus, X t } ’<u(’)&2At.
Because of the extra assumption ’ } !t0, we conclude that
(X t+tv !t) } ’X t } ’+tA<u(’)&Atu(’)+tv(’)
The last case to consider is the case |’&!0|4=. Then !t } ’1+!t }
(’&!0)+!t } (’&!t)1&4=&=11&5=. Therefore,
(X t+tv !t) } ’u(’)+tv !t } ’u(’)+tv +5=Atu(’)+tv(’)+5=At
This concludes the proof of (3.6$) and hence (3.6).
It follows from (3.6) that
ut*(!t)+5=At(X t+tv !t) } !t=X t } ’+tv (3.10)
Next
u(!t)=X1 } !t=X t } !t+(X t&X t) } !t
=X t } !t&$[(X0& 12 =0 $0!
0)&Xt] } !t
X t } !t+$(Xt&X 0) } !t+$=0 $0 2
But because Xt } !0X0 } !0=u(!0),
(Xt&X0) } !t=(Xt&X0) } !0+(X t&X 0) } (!t&!0)
(Xt&X0) } (!t&!0)R=1
In all,
u(!t)X t } !t+$=0 $0 2+$R=1 (3.11)
Combining (3.10) with (3.11), we obtain
ut*(!t) &$=0$0&$R=1+tv &5=At
Therefore,
(ut*(!t)&u(!t))tv &4A=0 =&8AR=0 10=&5A=
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Fix = and choose =0 sufficiently small depending on =. Then
lim inf
t  0+
(ut*(!t)&u(!t))tv &5A=
Finally, =>0 was an arbitrary, and as =  0, v tends to v(!0). Therefore
lim inf
t  0+
(ut*(!t)&u(!t))tv(!0)
This concludes the proof of Lemma 3.3.
4. PROOF OF VARIATIONAL FORMULAS
Let u be the support function of a convex domain 0. Let v # C(S n) and
recall that 0t=B[u+tv], ut*=H0t . Define
0s, t=B[sut*+(1&s) u]
Our starting place is the first variation formula in the variable s. This dif-
fers from the general case because both ut* and u are support functions of
convex domains. The variational formula can be stated as follows. Let gs, t
be the Gauss mapping from 0s, t to S n. Let Us, t be the equilibrium poten-
tial of 0s, t and let d_s, t denote surface area on 0s, t . Then Corollary 3.16
and (3.18) of [J] imply that
d
ds
cap 0s, t=|
0s, t
(ut*&u)(gs, t(X))|{Us, t(X)| 2 d_s, t(X) (4.1)
Define \ : S n  0 as the radial projection. In other words. \(%) is the
unique point of 0 on the ray [s% : s>0]. Similarly, define \s, t : S n  0s, t
as the radial projection. Make the change of variables to the sphere using
\s, t , then surface area d_s, t(X) corresponds to a density ws, t(%) d%. Define
fs, t(%)=|{Us, t(\s, t(%))| 2 ws, t(%)
and
bs, t(%)=\ut*&ut + (gs, t(\s, t(%))
Then (4.1) implies
1
t
(cap 01, t&cap 00, t)=|
1
0
|
S n
bs, t(%) fs, t(%) d% ds (4.2)
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Define
b(%)=v(g(\(%))
We will also use the notation f = fs, 0 , since this function is independent of
s. In order to calculate the limit as t  0 we will need several lemmas. First
we recall Proposition 3.14 of [J], which can be stated with the notations
above as follows.
Lemma 4.3.
lim
t  0 |Sn | fs, t(%)& f (%)| d%=0
Second, we have the estimate of harmonic measure due to Dahlberg
[D]. The density of harmonic measure is integrable in Lq for some q>2
with bounds depending only on the Lipschitz constant of the domain.
Therefore,
Lemma 4.4. There exist constants p>1 and C such that for all s and t,
|
S n
fs, t(%) p d%C
Lemma 3.2 implies
Lemma 4.5. |bs, t(%)|C for all 0s1, 0t1.
Finally, Lemma 3.3 implies
Lemma 4.6. For every s, 0s1,
lim
t  0
bs, t(%)&b(%)=0 for almost every % # S n.
For fixed s, write
|
S n
bs, t fs, t d%&|
S n
bf d%=|
Sn
(bs, t&b) fs, t d%+|
Sn
b( fs, t& f ) d% (4.7)
Then
}|S n (bs, t&b) fs, t d%}\|S n (bs, t&b)q d%+
1q
\|Sn ( fs, t) p d%+
1p
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provided 1p+1q=1. The second factor is bounded by Lemma 4.4 and
the first factor tends to zero by the dominated convergence theorem and
Lemmas 4.5 and 4.6. Moreover,
}|S n b( fs, t& f ) d% }C |Sn | fs, t& f | d%  0
as t  0, by Lemma 4.3. Thus we have proved that (4.7) tends to zero as
t  0.
Finally, (4.7) is uniformly bounded in s and t because of Lemmas 4.4 and
4.5. Therefore, by the dominated convergence theorem applied to the
integral with respect to s,
lim
t  0 |
1
0
|
S n
bs, t fs, t d% ds=|
1
0
|
S n
bf d% ds=|
S n
bf d%=| v(g(X) |{U(X)| 2 d_.
5. EXISTENCE BY THE DIRECT METHOD
Consider the variational problem (2.6). The first step is to show that
mcap>0. The assumption (1.5) implies translation invariance, F (0+X 0)
=F (0). Thus we can assume without loss of generality that the origin is
at the midpoint of a diameter of 0. Let 2R be the length of the diameter.
If cap 01, then there is a dimensional constant c>0 such that 2Rc.
Let e be a unit vector for which \Re # 0, then
H0(!)R |e } !|.
It follows that
c min P+2RP+(e)=|
Sn
R |e } !| d+(!)|
Sn
H0(!) d+(!).
Therefore, by (1.4)
mcapc min P+>0 (5.1)
Consider any convex domain 0 for which F (0)2mcap . It follows from
the inequalities leading to the proof of (5.1) that
2R min P+2mcap . (5.2)
Therefore, we have an upper bound on the diameter of domains 0 for
which F (0) is near the infimum.
Next, recall the lemma of Fritz John.
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Lemma 5.3. There is a dimensional constant c>0 such that if 0 is a
convex, open subset of RN, then there is an ellipsoid E such that
cE/0/E
where cE denotes the concentric ellipse obtained by dilation by the factor c
from E.
Let E be the ellipsoid comparable to 0 as in Lemma 5.3. Denote the
semimajor axes of E by a1a2 } } } aN . The inradius of 0 is com-
parable to a1 and the diameter is comparable to aN and the capacity of 0
is comparable to the capacity of E. We have shown already that aN is
bounded above for all 0 satisfying F (0)<2mcap and cap 0=1. Remark
4.5 of [J] says that if aN is bounded from above and a2 tends to zero, then
the corresponding ellipsoid (and hence the corresponding domain 0) has
capacity tending to zero. Therefore, the lower bound cap 01 implies that
a2 is bounded below by a positive constant.
We prove next that a1 is also bounded below by a positive constant.
Recall Lemma 4.13 of [J] says that if a2 , ..., aN are uniformly bounded
from above and below, then there is a positive constant c for which
+cap0 (S
n)c log(1a1) (5.4)
Let B1 be the unit ball. The domains 0+tB1 have comparable semiminor
axes for all t, 0t<a1 . It follows that
(ddt) cap(0+tB)=d+cap0+tB1(S
n)c log(1a1)
for all 0ta1 . On the other hand, for every t0,
F (0+tB1)=F (0)+t+(S n)
Dilate the domain (0+a1B1) so that its capacity is 1. Then since this
domain is a competitor in the test class of (2.6),
F (0+a1B1) cap(0+a1B1))&1(N&2)mcap
This gives a lower bound on a1 by routine arithmetic.
Now we have upper and lower bounds on the diameter and inradius, so
the support functions of a minimizing sequence for (2.6) are uniformly
bounded in Lipschitz norm and hence there is a uniformly convergent sub-
sequence. Thus a minimizer of (2.6) exists. Moreover, its diameter and
inradius are bounded above and below by positive constants depending
only on dimension and (1.4). It follows routinely from Theorem 2.5 that
minimizers of (2.6) satisfy the EulerLagrange equation.
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6. TRANSFINITE DIAMETER
We give the modifications needed to treat the two-dimensional case. Let
B\ denote the disk around the origin of radius \ in R2. Identify R2 with the
complex plane C and X=(x1 , x2) with z=x1+ix2 .
For any bounded convex set 0/R2, let 0$=R2"0 . There is a unique
\>0 such that there exists a conformal mapping , : 0$  C"B\ with
Laurent expansion of the form
,(z)=z+c0+c1 z&1+c2z&2+ } } }
The radius \ is known as the conformal radius or transfinite diameter of 0.
Define
G(z)=log |,(z)|&log \
Then G satisfies
2G=0 in 0$, G=0 on 0$
Moreover, G>0 in 0$ and G has the asymptotic expansion
G(X)=log |X|&log \+O(1|X| ) as X  
When we wish to display the dependence on 0 of \ we will write \(0).
Let & denote the outer normal to 0 (inner to 0$). Applications of
Green’s theorem give
|
0
(G&) d_=2? (6.1)
|
0
(X } {G)(G&) d_=|
0
H0(g(X))(G&)2 d_=2? (6.2)
If U is a harmonic function in 0$, continuous on 0$ and U(X) tends to
a limit U() as X  , then
U()=
1
2? |0 U(G&) d_ (6.3)
These formulas are valid even on general convex domains as proved in [J]
in the higher dimensional case, although there are simpler proofs using
conformal mapping in this case.
The induced measure on the Gauss sphere S1 corresponding to the first
variation of transfinite diameter is
+cap0 = g*((G&)
2 d_)
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This is justified by the variational formula
(ddt) log \(00+t01)| t=0=
1
2? |S1 H01 d+
cap
00 (6.4)
Note that because \ is homogeneous of degree 1, (6.2) follows from the
special case 00=01 .
The generalization corresponding to Theorem 1.7 and Theorem 2.5 is
Theorem 6.5. For all v # C(S 1) and all support functions u,
d
dt
log \(B[u+tv])| t=0=|
S1
v d+capB [u].
Corollary 6.6.
mcap=inf[F (0) : 0 convex, \(0)1]>0.
Moreover minimizers exist and satisfy
+cap0 =+.
The proof is essentially the same as in higher dimensions. The proof is
omitted.
We remark that the eccentricity bound [J, Proposition 4.8] needed for
the existence proof there is also valid in two dimensions. Namely, we have
the following.
Proposition 6.7. If +=+cap0 , then the diameter and inradius of 0 are
bounded above and below by positive constants depending only on upper and
lower bounds for P+ .
Proof. Let 2R be the diameter of 0, then an argument similar to the
one used to derive (5.1), but using (6.2) shows
R?min P+ . (6.8)
(See also the proof of (4.9) of [J].)
We will now prove the isoperimetric inequality
2?
\(0)
|
0
(G&)2 d_=+(S1). (6.9)
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(This is consistent with the higher dimensional case [J]. Recall that when
N3 the ‘‘perimeter’’ has homogeneity of degree N&3. In dimension 2 the
homogeneous degree of perimeter is &1, and the transfinite diameter \ has
degree 1.)
Equation (6.9) will be deduced from Borell’s BrunnMinkowski-type
inequality [B], which says that \((1&t) 00+t01) is a concave function of
t for 0t1. Note that a dilation of (6.4) gives the equivalent formula
(ddt) log \(1&t) 00+t01)| t=0=
1
2? |0 (H01&H00) d+
cap
00 . (6.4$)
Denote r=\(0). Because \(Br)=r, Borell’s inequality implies that
d
dt
\((1&t) 0+tBr)| t=00.
This is written using (6.4$) as
1
2?r |0 (r&H0)(G&)
2 d_0.
Using (6.2), one can rewrite this inequality as (6.9).
The isoperimetric inequality gives a lower bound for \(0). This, by an
easy comparison with ellipses, gives a lower bound for R. Now we have
both lower and upper bounds for R, and Lemma 4.13 of [J] implies that
if the inradius tends to zero, then the perimeter tends to infinity. Since the
maximum of P+ controls the perimeter, this proves that the inradius is
bounded below by a positive constant.
7. THE FIRST DIRICHLET EIGENVALUE
Consider the first Dirichlet eigenfunction , for a bounded convex
domain 0 in RN. Namely,
2,=&*1, in 0, ,=0 on 0.
Make the normalization
|
0
,2=1 (7.1)
and denote the eigenvalue by *1(0). Define
d+eig0 = g*( |{,|
2 d_). (7.2)
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Consider the variational problem
meig=inf[F (0): 0 convex, *1(0)1]. (7.3)
Theorem 7.4. If + is a positive measure satisfying (1.4) and (1.5), then
the infimum (7.3) is positive. A minimizer exists and satisfies
+eig0 =*+ with *=2meig .
The proof of this theorem is essentially similar to the preceding
ones. Again there is a variational formula, generalizing the formula of
Hadamard.
Theorem 7.5. For all v # C(S n) and all support functions u,
d
dt
*1(B[u+tv])| t=0=&|
sn
v d+eigB[u] .
The formula corresponding to (1.2) and (2.4) is
*1(0)=
1
2 |0 H0(g(X)) |{,(X)|
2 d_(X)=
1
2 |S n H0 d+
eig
0 .
This shows, in particular, that (1.5) holds for +eig0 . The bounds on the
diameter and inradius for competitors in the variational problem are
straightforward. The line of reasoning is similar to the case of capacity. The
upper bound *1(0)1 gives a lower bound on the diameter 2R, which in
turn gives a positive lower bound on meig . The remainder of the estimates
follow from the observation that *1(0) is homogeneous of degree &2 and
is comparable to r&2, where r is the inradius of 0.
Finally, we remark that the regularity theory for the eigenvalue problem
can be proved in a way similar to the corresponding regularity theory for
Green’s function on the exterior and interior. (See [J] and [J1].) Unique-
ness up to translation remains an open question.
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